COUNCIL MINUTES
MARCH 25.2020
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, March 25, 2020, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.
NIENTBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson-Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley (electronic participation); Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips

STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Engineer Kit Wareham; City
Attomey Tyler Romeril; City Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Wastewater Plant Manager Eric
Bonzo; Wastewater Collections Operator I Randy Clove; Water Superintendent Robbie
Mitchell; City Treasurer Wendy Bonzo; HR Director Natasha Hirschi; Sergeant JR
Robinson; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; Fire Fighter James Wood; Fire
Engineer Jon Savage.
OTHERS PRESENT: Jonathan Ward , Tom Jett, Melodie Jett, Ben Batty, Bryan Varela,
Bailey & Azaira Phillips, Holli Wright, Lewis Kunz, Zachary Kunz, Bretton Ferrano,
Kelly Fenano, Madi Hall, Monica Hall, Becky Phillips.

CALL TO ORDER: Councilmember Mell ing

gave the invocation; the pledge was led

by Councilmember Phillips.

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Hartl ey asked that we postpone the
Engineering Standards until the Homebuilders have time to revrew.
Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda order, postponing #8; second by
Councilmember Phillips; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AGENDA - MAYOR AND COUNCIL BUSINESS STAFF
COMMENTS: rMelling - I announced a month ago that we would do our Council
Walk in the 400 North 1400 West to Main Street, that will be postponed. We will
announce the date later. rPhillips - I want to acknowledge Melodie Jett it's her birthday,

wish her a happy birthday, thanks for the contributions to the community. Also, in light
of the things that have happened, and I commend the Mayor and Staff, but we continue to
be cautious to be mindful to the citizens and respectful. It is a tight rope to keep the
economy moving but follow the guidelines. I would hope we continue to monitor that and
adjust ifneeded. rMayor - we have postponed all public hearings on items, as oftoday
things are changing day by day, but we will try to continue City Council, but the public
hearings, where we want people to be involved, we will postpone to a future date. Paul
the kickoffto the general plan will be postponed. Phillips - I am concemed that we be
sensitive to citizens that are injeopardy, I would like a refresher on the utility side where
residents with financial situations, what can we do to help them. Paul - Wendy is here
for billing and Robbie fiom the Water Dept. the current system we bill every 30 days for
the meter readings, water, sewer, garbage and storm drain. You don't get a notice until

-
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you are 60 days behind. The interest and penalties compound on top ofeach other. We
talked about how the other providers are publishing statements saying they won' shut off.
If we do that, please realize the penalties will continue to compound so we will
compound more penalties upon the bills they rack up if the City does not shut them off.
We had Mr. Limb come in and we made concessions to let him catch up. Phillips - I
understand, but I want to be sensitive to the citizens and the businesses that have closed
for 3-4 weeks. I want to be sensitive and realize it is not an ordinary time in the world and
I want to make sure we have discussions and don't close the door. Paul - the shut-off list
was posted yesterday, we postponed notices until after this meeting, so we know what
you want us to do. Ifyou want a concrete proposal back, we should figure that out tonight
and so Robbie can move forward. Phillips - I looked at other cities and they don't want
to let people out of their obligations. Mayor - the shut off list that came out yesterday you
already had to be 60 days delinquent. Phillips - look at starting March 25th. Mayor - the
list they cunently have do you want them to proceed. Melling - I would be inclined to
go like Rocky Mountain Power and Dominion Energy, still notifr of a shut offdate,
they are behind now and have been for 60 days, I would be inclined to start now until the
date the schools open up or something, but at least until May 1". we should still notif, the
they would be shut off, but not shut them offuntil schools and restaurants are open up,
May lstor some date. Phillips - I would say if they are curently in arrears we should
move ahead with the normal fashion, but set something from this date forward, but I
don't know what the period should be. Ifthey have hardships to job loss or layoff.
Mayor - we can say until May l'r and then revisit it. There is no certainty on a date, no
one can tell when that will happen. Melling - I would say on a note "per our policy your
water would be shut off at this time, but because of COVID-I9 we are looking at a date
of May 1't as earliest date". Paul - the notices are preprinted. Melling - how many on
the list? Robbie Mitchell - this month 184 notices. In January 198, and we shut off26,
February 195 on the list and shut off 12. I have 2,000 notices we put a sticker on. Ifyou
want special language, we will have to do something different. Phillips - the number is
pretty standard with a small number that are shut off. I will be interested to see if it spikes
next month. I am concemed that we will see a spike. Robbie - my concern is if you
postpone it, it will continue to build up. If they can't pay $80, in 3 months it will be
$300. Isom - we send out and they respond. We will have compassion and make
provisions for those in trouble. Paul - we have the ability with the shut offdate to extend
2 weeks to try and help folks, we get requests all the time. We give 3 a year on the
accounts, ifyou want us to use that method to grant more extensions that would be
something we can do. Phillips - do they have to come in person or call? Paul - they call
and talk with me or Wendy. Phillips - I would like, if possible, to come back and make
sure we get a report in April to see where we are and if there is a spike. In the meantime,
be compassionate. Melling - are the notices mailed out? Robbie - no, they are hung on
the door, or tape to the window on the door, they are hand delivered. Melling - my main
concem is the small population that is very despondent with a chance ofhope in their
view. For the door hangars have an additional one that says ifyour ability to pay has been
impacted by COVID-19, please let us know. Another olive branch that would not create
an additional burden on staff. Something like I am in food service and will not be
working and have thern be proactive. Mayor this list would not have been impacted by
COVID-l9. Next month if we have a spike in numbers we will know more, and the

if
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impact would be there. Phillips - that is what I would like to do. Melling - I see that
point, there may be 5o/o,15Yo,50% that would have thought they would be caught up, but
that is not better than it was 60 days ago.

Tyler R - ifyou recall late last year someone came in and we drew up a contract that they
pay an additional amount each month to get caught up. We could adjust the terms of the
contract they could sign that and it could be small the first few months and then come
back. Melling - my concem is that we are doing what is in our power to ensure those not
proactive or at a low know they have an option. Mayor - does the notice say you can call
the city? Rob - no, I don't believe. Adams - do we have a way to deal with those, I think
we will have a major problem if we say we won't shut off, people will take advantage.
Robbie - I think they may say they can call the City Office. Phillips - the agreement
gave us a wonderful opportunity to work with them. Isom - I like the plan to watch the
numbers and see what happens. Mayor - ifyou see a spike please let us know. Robbie
I track them, and I know it spikes around the holidays. Mayor - are you ok with him
sending out the current notices and then come back next month. Yes. rMayor - social
distancing is important, the COVID task force will be meeting tomorrow, after that there
will be updates on social media and the web site. Brad is doing a phenomenal job on
keeping our media up to date. Things are changing very rapidly. rChiefAdams - The
employee ofthe month is JR Robinson. Sergeant Robinson currently serves the police
department as the Administrative Sergeant. This assignment includes quality assurance
for all the written reports generated in the department. This job is taxing and ofthe
utmost importance. Sg1. Robinson does an excellent job keeping himself and officers
trained on the ever-changing requirements from the State of Utah. Sgt. Robinson has
been instrumental in the transitions from the "uniform Crime Reporting" system to the
"National Incident Based Reporting System" required by the FBI. This required him
leaming the changes in our reporting software and how out software communicates the
data to the state. He then had to develop a training and present it to all the officers to
ensure that we are compliant with the NIBRS reporting system. Sgt. Robinson also
supervised the evidence and property room. He has worked diligently alongside CSI
Grimm to ensure that department goals for property and evidence destruction are met.
Sgt. Robinson has a superior work ethic and his knowledge sunounding our records
management software is irreplaceable. He is truly a credit to the Cedar City Police
Department. rChief Phillips - our new Type 3, Typel engine is parked outside on the
east for you to see when you get done. Mayor - this was purchased with the wildland
money. Phillips - the type 3, type 1 engine $575,000 puchased with the Wildland
money. Paul - Chief Phillips presented that this truck will be less expensive than a
regular truck and perform many ofthe same functions and also do wildland and it is less
expensive and switching some of the fleet over gives the Fire Department more
flexibility. rChief Phillips - the 2020 Recruit academy is here, James Wood will
introduce them to you. James Wood - I helped out with the recruit class. The number one
thing we are asked is what it takes to be a volunteer, and it takes time, it takes 14 months,
we had two classes start, the first started is February 2018,24 people and 4 were left in
the class. We brought on an additional class, there were 18 and it ended up with two, so
there are 6 people that made it through out of 38. It is 220 hours in classroom and skills
and over 20 hours oftesting and skills to complete their cedification. The physical

-
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demand is physical agility ability, in under 10 minutes they must carry a hose, with an
extra 60 lbs. on the back before you continue on the class. There is a pack test 45 lbs. vest
they have to wear for 3 miles in 35 minutes. We do both every year, one in the fall one in
the spring to keep us up to date. Attitude is one of the things we must have. We see things
in the community that aren't the greatest, so they must have a good attitude and be
positive. Teamwork is a big thing. They have already done the 14 months, unpaid, it is a
lot of time to give. Our wildland program, 6 people in 2 years, 2018 & 2019 have been
out 227 days on the road, away from families. They have covered multiple weekend and
weekday shifts, 24-hour shifts to help the community rernain safe. Certifications are
recognized nationally, Firefighter I & Firefighter 2, Hazardous Materials Operation
Awareness, Wildland Firefighters and they cannot be a volunteer without them. We have
6 ofthe 38 here today. I want to say thanks for allowing me to be your teacher. They
would not do it without their families, they give up family and free time. Thank you for
supporting your firefighter. I will introduce them; they will come on stage and get their
badge. Holly Wight, Zach Kunz, Baily Phillips, Brett Ferarah, Mattie Hall, Bryan
Varela. Tyler - we have a comment online from Kentan Call who says Zach, you are
awesome. rPaul - thank you to Michal Adams, Renon Savage, Tyler Romeril, Jason
Clark and his staff and the Mountain West crew, they threw this together in a 30-minute
meeting, and pulled it off. We had requests for video and audio participation, and they

didn't blink, but pulled it off. Thank you.

PUBLIC COMMENTS:

I Tyler - online comment from Kenzie and Ily,

congratulations Zach.

CONSENT AGENDA: (r) APPROVAL OF I\{INUTES DATED N{ARCH 4 & ll
2020: (2\ APPROVAL OF BILLS OF DATED NIAR CH 20.2020: Paul - there were

a

few payments on events that promised to appear, we pulled them out, cheerleading event
and Belgium Waffle Ride.
Councilmember Isom moved to approve the consent agenda as written; second by
Councilmember Phillips; vote unanimous.

CONSIDER APPROVING THE FINAL PLAT FOR SAGE SPRINGS PHASE 3.
ROSENBERG & ASSOCIATES / TYLER ROMERIL: I received the bond last
rveek; all requirements have been met.
Ben Batty - Phillips - Mr. Batty's birthday is tomorrow, happy birthday. One question
we had last week, was the number of lots. Ben - there are 8, one does not meet the
requirements for a twin home, it will be a duplex lot.

Councilmember Phillips moved to approve the frnal plat of Sage Springs Phase 3; second
by Councilmember Melling; vote unanimous.

CONSIDERATION FORAND ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF NOT TO EXCE,ED 56.600.000
IN FEDERALLY TAXABLE/CONVERTIBLE TO TAX-EXEMPT GENERAL
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OBLIGATION AQUATIC CENTER REFUNDING BONDS. SERIES 2020. ZIONS
BANK PUBLIC FINANCE: Paul - staffs efforts were not great last week, Jonathan
Ward from Zions Public Finance is here.

I apologize for not being here last week because
ofthe earthquake. Aquatic Center/Library Bond are two, 2002 arrd 2009 GO bonds. The
resolution authorizes us to proceed with the refinancing. They are the largest, we solicited
bids to purchase the bonds because the market is chaotic, every investor has a different
address/outcome. The bids came in today, we received bids from 5 different investors
that want to buy all outstanding bonds. JP Morgan Chase with three options that allow us
to prepay or not prepay, we take the lowest rate they offer, and we don't look at refi or
prepay. The other you can prepay in 10 years or 7 years from now. The average rate for
non-prepay is l.14Yo for l5 years, I don't know ifl have ever seen it that low. If we want
to prepay, the I 0 years the rate is 1 .20Vo, for .06 more we have flexibility and if you want
7 years the rate is 1.276%o we add .13 and can prepay in 7 years. My experience is despite
where the markets are today, we don't know what they will be tomorrow or if the city
will have a windfall ofcash. For a few basis points you can chose an option to prepay.
Isom - the term on the prepay? Jonathan - all are final maturity is 15 years. Paul - we
Jonathan Ward, Zions Public Finance

-

are not extending the term, the same length they were yesterday? Jonathan

- correct. JP
Morgan bid, if we accept these interest rates needed to be accepted by 3:00 today, but
they recogrrize that interest rates are changing, so we would recommend if the council
chooses to recommend, we work with staff to accept whatever the bid is tomorrow. We
think we are pretty safe; the next bid actually costs the city money; you have to sped
$6,000 more so we wouldn't go with them. The savings now $500,000 plus savings by
doing the refinancing which is much higher than we thought we would get a month ago,
we thought $ 1 10,000 savings, we are now around $500,000.
Phillips - do we know the savings on the numbers? Jonathan - based on today
$500,000+, average is about $37,000 a year. Jonathan - I don't know the break even, it
depends on what you want to stay. If the threshold is $110,000 and we go that route the
basis point moved would be around I point. The market could change tomorrow, if it
went up 1 basis point, we would still save $100,000. JP usually does not see a change of
more than 5 points per day. However, the markets are crazy. Melling - would we give
staff the ability to do anything that would save the city money, maybe $80,000. Isom
does Jason have a preference? Paul - it is GO Bonds, so it is in tax. We would want to
pay off other bonds before these. We would recommend going l5 years. Jason - the
world is strange, there is a possibility that federal program numbers will mandate 1%
interest rate or something bazar, but 10 years out is probably unlikely that rates will be
7Yo, zero percent. It is unlikely they would be that low without a federal program. Ifthere
are federal programs in the next year, we would not be able to refinance in a year.
Melling - this council is heavily weighted in the financial industry; I am inclined to give
the flexibility to approve an offer that does not have the prepayment option. Isom - give
staff flexibility to negotiate the rate for 15 years.

-

Councilmember Isom moved to approve the adoption of a Resolution authorizing the
issuance and sale ofnot to exceed $6,600,000 in federally taxable/convertible to tax-
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exempt General Obligation Aquatic Center Refunding Bonds, Series 2020; second by
councilmember Melling; vote as follows:

AYE:
5
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O

CONSIDERATION FOR AND ADOPTION OF A PARAMETERS RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF A ST OR]\I WATER REVENUE
REFUNDING BONDS. SERIES 2O2O . ZIONS BANK PUBLIC FINANCE: Jonathan
Ward, Zions Public Finance - the storm water revenue bonds we sold a direct purchase,
State Bank ofSouthem Utah, the prepayment allowed to prepay at any time on a payment
date on March 1st, the next prepayment is not until March 2021, however because of the
gracious State Bank of Southem Utah they would refinance if they can keep the assets on
their books, otherwise we have to wait a year or they would be taxable. They are giving
us the ok to prepay and refinance, save around $86,000 on the net basis of$9,000 per
year that goes directly into the storm drain fund. This transaction maturity is about 10
years. We are not extending the terms. The average interest rate is2.09%.Isom - what is
the existing rate? Jonathan - 3.040lo on average. We are dropping 1%. This is an
opportunity we could not bid to anyone because of the prepayment restrictions. Isom
even though it is a sole source, you are ok with the rate? Jonathan -yes, that is a great
rate. Based on where we are seeing other rates it is fantastic. Zions would be around 3%,
so it is a point lower than Zions.

-

Councilmember Isom moved to approve the Parameters Resolution authorizing the
issuance and sale ofa Storm Water Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2020 to refinance
with State Bank; second by Councilmernber Phillips; vote as follows:

AYE:
5
0
NAY:
ABSTAINED:O

CONSIDERATION FORAND ADOPTION OF A PARAMETERS RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF A WATER REVENUE
REFUNDING BONDS. SERIES 2020. ZIONS BANK PUBLIC FINANCE:
Jonathan Ward, Zions Public Finance - these were sold in 201 1 to a public capital
market, when sold and is typical in the public market the payment is limited to the last 10
years. Under IRS Regulations we cannot refund in advance of the 10-year mark and it is
inMay 2021 on a tax-exempt basis. These are unique, what we are trying to accomplish
is to structure in a unique fashion. We are aware of 4 investors that will structure as
Cinderella bonds, they change from taxable to tax exempt, they start taxable in 2020 until
the May date in 2021 and change to tax exempt. We take advantage of locking into a rate
at this time. The May date is 3 months earlier, if we convert within 90 days of the May
date, we are ok. This is also proposed to be sold to State Bank of Southem Utah for the
same term, a I 1-year transaction, average interest rate is 2.3%o, they are not just over
4.2%o,we shave 2 percent. We are looking at $125,000 net savings, that figure is in flux.
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ofSouthem Utah has locked in their rate, but because we close in a couple
weeks and the old bonds are not payable until next year. We set up an escrow account to
hold the money until we can pay in May, and you can only use US securities, that is not
locked into until we close. $125,000 is savings currently, tomorrow it could be more or
less depending on how much we eam on the escrow. We could finatize the numbers and
go to the treasury and have then lock to the closing date. State Bank rates are better than
the other 3 buyers with this cinderella structure. Phillips - is that part of the fee structure
with Zions Bank? Jonathan - yes, that is part ofour fee. The securities must be
inevocable by the US Govemment, we will help structure that to get the maximum
State Bank

savings.

Councilmember Phillips moved to approve the Parameters Resolution Authorizing the
issuance and sale ofA Water Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2020; second by
Councilmember Isom; vote as follows:

AYE:
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O
CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE AVAILABLE USE OF WATER
OUTSIDE THE CITY'S BOUNDARIES. TYLER RO MERIL: Tyler - this was an
ordinance revision that strikes language that gives the citizens to water livestock outside
the city limits. Those that have that already will be grandfathered.
Councilmember Melling moved to approve the ordinance amending the available use
water outside the City's Boundaries;

Phillips

-

of

has any language changed? No.

Second by Councilmember Isom;

Ron Adams
Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Scott Phillips -

roll call vote

as follows:

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY ENGINEERING
STANDARDS. KIT WAREHAM: This item was tabled.

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION TO ADOPT COVID-l9 LEAVE POLICY. TYLER
ROMERIL: Tyler - Donald Trump signed into law the Families First Coronva Virus
Response Act, they don't want the employees to decide between taking time offand
having the virus. They structured it for 2 avenues, the Family Medical Leave Act, it give
employees availability to use if they have a child whose school or daycare is not in
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operation, the first 10 days are unpaid, but they can use their leave time to get that time
and then they can get 213 of their time, but only up to $200.00 per day. we would like it
lobe l/c to make it easier for payroll, they get 6 hours and use 2 hours of their own. The
aggregate is $ 10,000. In order to qualiff you must have worked for the City for 30 days
and the bill will expire the end of the year. The second part is 80 additional sick leave
hours that they can use at their discretion, if they are subject to quarantine, advised by
medical care provider to self-quarantine, or have symptoms, someone they live with or
the child in daycare ofschool so that would cover the 10 days. This is only in place to the
end of the year. It is Federal Law, goes into effect April 1't. we have employees needing
this time, we would like it to retro to March lS. it also gives us ability to get emergency
personnel, we could exempt them from this. We did not put that in our ordinance, but
the community and city got in a position, we could change that. Melling - our Fire and
Police Departments are well managed.

if

Phillips - how does this affect part-time and seasonal? Natasha - it applies, but it is
prorated. Adams - any money from the Feds? Paul - no, al1 ours. Melling - if they are in
homeschool arena immediately, I see the need for this. Phillips - is there recourse if we
have a need in Public Works or somewhere? Natasha - we are being quite flexible,
allowing people to bring their children to work. Mayor - they can also come early or
work later.
Councilmember Isom moved to approve the resolution adopting the COVID-I9leave
policy; second by Councilmember Melling; vote as follows:

AYE:
5
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O
Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 6:54 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Adams; vote unanimous.

AUOUBIIi
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Renon Savage, MMC
City Recorder

